
(please note: each video class has a list of supplies used posted!)

- your favourite watercolour book or paper or journal you can work in

- your favourite pens you use for writing or doodling, white or black fine tip markers

 - various tapes, stickers, envelopes and paper bags to use in your book

 - a selection of background stamps and your favourite inks (for example Distress Ink and

Oxides, VersaFine Clair)

 - a selection of your favourite products for colouring like pigment powder or sprays, inks

or watercolour paints

 - your favourite stencil with a smaller design or smaller details

- a bunch of paper scraps, various textures and prints

- a selection of your favourite pencils, watercolour pencils or crayons

- a selection of rub-ons 

 - sentiment stickers or printed sentiments

- a bunch of small findings from the studio – fabric scraps, embellishments and ephemera,

cut-out elements

- selection of photos or images of people/animals/objects you'd usually use for a collage or

art journaling project
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Suggested general art supplies 
that may be useful during our Online Retreat

Suggested Art Supplies to use:

Suggested Art Mediums:

- Art Basics White Heavy Gesso or any other similar good white gesso

- Art Basics Clear Gesso or any other similar smooth clear gesso

- Art Basics Soft Gloss Gel or Soft Matte Gel (or any liquid, sticky, transparent glue)

 - good quality Glue Stick

- selection of Acrylic Paints – for example Art Alchemy Liquid Acrylics

- Metallic Acrylic Paint in selected colours – for example Art Alchemy Metallique or Sparks

- anything shiny: glitters, sequins, microbeads, mica powder, chunky glitter or other similar
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other ideas:

- some of your favourite tapes, stapler, 3D Foam tape or Squares

- strong tea or coffee infusion

- scraps of papers with your favourite little prints

- small pieces of cardboard, chipboard or similar

 - brads, eyelets, safety pins, small paperclips

- thread and pieces of fabric


